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Downtown Los Angeles Group Session 
Wednesdays 7:30-8:30 

So many people want to learn to dance, and the best bang for your buck is to learn 
alongside other students weekly with Chi.  You still get some individual attention and 
you get to make new friends as well. 

Group Session (4 classes / Mo) 

$95* ~ $150 / Month**  

 

Skype Online Web-Cam Monthly Package 
Technology is amazing and skype lessons give you access to Chi no matter where you 
are in the world.  You don’t have to leave the comfort and privacy of your home. Now 
you have Chi virtually in your house and you’ll get his expert eye to help you look the 
best you can. 

45 Minute - Skype Session (2 or 4 classes / Mo) 

$95* ~ $150 / Month** [2 Classes]  

$158* ~ $250 / Month** [4 Classes]

*Lower pricing based on a prepaid 1 year contract. 
**Billed every 28 Days 



Private Lessons-Los Angeles Monthly Package 
Private sessions work best for those who have time to see Chi on a regular basis. 
Consistent learning, and practice are key to rapid improvement and retention.

1 Hour - Private Lessons (2 or 4 classes / Mo) 

$158* ~ $250 Month** [2 Classes / Mo]

$253* ~ $400 Month** [4 Classes / Mo]

$100 / 1 Clubbing Session***

Knowledgeable, Helpful Female Assistants 
One of the biggest benefits of lessons with the Club Dance King is actually being able 
to practice and get feedback from real beautiful women that you would encounter out 
at bars or clubs.   Most guys have one of 2 problems: they’re either too meek with 
women while dancing or they are overly aggressive.  You will learn how and what 
places are appropriate to touch women during dancing.  Chi shows you how to be 
more aggressive or if he assesses to be less creepy/touchy with women.  Get your 
partner more comfortable and excited to dance with you. Having an attractive female 
assistant present with you at the clubs tends to attract other females at the club. 

$30 / Hour for 1 Female Assistant

*Lower pricing based on a prepaid 1 year contract.
**Billed every 28 Days 
***Must be enrolled in membership program to take advantage of this offer 



Private Lessons - Hourly Rates 
Private hourly rates work best for students that want individualized attention but are 
not yet sure about committing to a longer program.  This program allows you to get a 
taste of what classes with Chi will be like.  Also, during the duration of the lesson a 
beautiful female assistant (like the ones you would encounter out at bars or clubs) 
will be present allowing you to practice with and get feedback.  Most guys have one of 
2 problems: they’re either too meek with women while dancing or they are overly 
aggressive.  You will learn how and what places are appropriate to touch women 
during dancing.  Chi shows you how to be more aggressive or if he assesses to be less 
creepy/touchy with women. 

$120 / Hour without Assistant Present

$150 / Hour with Personal Assistant Present

Fashion Consultation Session 
What better way to prepare yourself for a club than looking and feeling like a 
million bucks.  Looking sharp will give you more confidence and get you noticed by the 
opposite sex.  Book Chi for at least 2 intensive sessions and receive a fashion 
consultation and wardrobe shopping session included as a bonus.  The fashion 
consultation session normally runs 3~4 hours at a store Chi personally designates. 

$300 / Fashion Consultation Session



Intensive Sessions (LA, Vegas, International) 
Private Intensive sessions are the absolute fastest way to see improvement in your 
social dancing.  Chi’s students take intensive sessions anywhere from 2 days - 2 weeks 
consecutively. 

Sessions include: 4 hours in studio with Chi and a female assistant (two - 2 hour 
sessions), a lunch break where you get to know Chi and can pick his brain about 
anything, a fashion consultation* and wardrobe shopping session for you to look 
sharp and confident so that you will get noticed by the opposite sex. WOMEN.  You 
will then spend another 3~4 hours out at the finest clubs with Chi and a female 
assistant. There you’ll practice everything you’ve learned, meet some sexy people, and 
have a blast. 

Chi’s intensive students are sometimes locals from LA who want to get good fast, but 
mostly Intensive students fly to LA to learn from Chi or fly Chi to them 
internationally for convenience.  Webcam lessons work great, but cannot match the 
visceral experience of having Chi and his lovely assistants live.   

1 Full Day Intensive Session [Female Assistant Included] 

$1000 / Day Locally

$1500 / Day Travel

*In order to be eligible for the fashion consultation you must book a minimum of 2 Intensive Days.



Wedding Dance Choreography 

Basic Package

Typical Package

Total VIP Wedding Package

$500/ Basic Package

$900 / Typical Package

$1500 / Total VIP Package

- 1 Song Choreographed (Up to 2 minutes). 
- 4 Hours of Private Lessons

Make your special day unforgettable for you and your guests by surprising them with a fun 
wedding dance.  This dance is customized to match your skill (or lack thereof) and musical 
preferences.  Chi choreographs simple yet awesome dance routines that will showcase the love and 
chemistry between you and your partner and get your friends and family pumped up!

Chi and his instructors are available for all types of choreography whether it be a simple two step 
romantic slow dance, formal ballroom style, or more new school pop style dances that have gone viral 
on youtube.

- 1 Song Choreographed (Up to 2 minutes). 
- Club Dance Basics Volume 1 & 2 (Downloadable) 
- 8 Hours of Private Lessons

- Up to 2 Songs Choreographed (Up to 4 minutes). 
- Club Dance Basics Volume 1 & 2 (Downloadable) 
- Music Professionally Cut and Edited
- Choreographed Song(s) filmed and movements broken down by Chi (Downloadable) 
- 11 Hours of Private Lessons at Studio / 1 Hour Rehearsal at Venue (If Local up to 40 miles)



“I had taken lessons from 'other' dance instructors, and they were trying to teach me crazy 
hip hop moves and wacky looking routines and I just felt like a fool...

LUCKILY I found Chi Szeto, because he understood IMMEDIATELY what I wanted to learn, just 
to dance like a regular normal person with some good dance moves... nothing crazy, no back 
flips, just regular good club dancing and good body movements...

I now have the confidence to dance and get into the fun on the dance floor. I would 
highly recommend his dance class to both Men and Women for learning how to dance 
and have FUN doing it!” - YELP REVIEW 

— R I C K  R . (L O S  A N G E L E S , C A L I F O R N I A )
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Chi “Club Dance King” Szeto helps people feel Cool, Confident, and Connected through dance.  He 
is the most popular Club and Dance Seduction expert on the internet with over 25 million views 
and 25,000 subscribers.  From Los Angeles to London, Hong Kong to Dubai, he travels 
internationally to teach and perform.  He has spent over 13 years and thousands of hours 
pioneering and teaching the most effective moves and ways to approach, interact, and attract on 
the dance floor. He teaches Hip Hop, Electro, and Salsa Night Club Dance Lessons, Wedding 
Dance private lessons in person and online via Skype webcam.

Chi “Club Dance King” Szeto

Client Testimonials
"What Chi offers goes beyond just learning how to dance. I contacted Chi because I wanted 
hip hop lessons, but I walked away with so much more. He took the time to also accompany 
me to the club to reinforce what he was teaching in his lessons. He instilled confidence, and 
isn't that what it boils down to? To have the confidence to walk into any club, straight to the 
dance floor and move like you own it. The confidence that Chi helps instill will definitely carry 
over to all aspects of your life. 

— S I M O N E  M . (W E S T  H O L L Y W O O D , C A L I F O R N I A )

Succinctly put, there is nobody better to help turn you into a dance king or queen. He's 
incredibly knowledgable, legit and KICKASS!" - YELP REVIEW
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